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Abstract

Biotechnological methods can be used for cryptography. Here two different cryptographic approaches based on
DNA binary strands are shown. The first approach shows how DNA binary strands can be used for steganography,
a technique of encryption by information hiding, to provide rapid encryption and decryption. It is shown that DNA
steganography based on DNA binary strands is secure under the assumption that an interceptor has the same
technological capabilities as sender and receiver of encrypted messages. The second approach shown here is based on
steganography and a method of graphical subtraction of binary gel-images. It can be used to constitute a molecular
checksum and can be combined with the first approach to support encryption. DNA cryptography might become of
practical relevance in the context of labelling organic and inorganic materials with DNA ‘barcodes’. © 2000 Elsevier
Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

As a medium with high information density,
DNA was proposed for computational purposes
(Adleman, 1994). Since then several approaches
have been investigated like implementations of
combinatorial (Adleman, 1994; Lipton, 1995;

Ouyang et al., 1997) and functional (Guarnieri et
al., 1996) algorithms and approaches based on
self-assembly (Winfree et al., 1996, 1998; Rauhe et
al., 1999). Theoretical considerations dealt with
Turing machines, associative memory and
cryptanalysis.

Cryptography has been shown recently as a
new application of DNA Computing: Clelland et
al. (1999) have demonstrated an approach to
steganography by hiding secret messages encoded
as DNA strands among a multitude of random
DNA. Steganography means hiding of secret mes-
sages among other information to conceal their
existence (Kahn, 1967; Schneier, 1996) and is
known as a simple cryptographic method. Clel-
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land et al. (1999) have used a substitution cipher
for plaintext encoding where a unique base triplet
is assigned to each letter of the alphabet, each
numeral and some special characters.

Instead, as digital messages usually correspond
to 0–1-series, a binary DNA representation has
been used here (see Fig. 1). The binary encoding is
in particular suitable for the construction of
datastructures and for simple and rapid decryp-
tion. Decryption can be done by an adapted
method of digital DNA typing originally devel-
oped for minisatellite analysis (Jeffreys et al.,
1991) (see Fig. 2). Using this method the informa-
tion content can be decrypted and read directly by
PCR and subsequent gel-electrophoresis, requir-
ing no additional work such as subcloning or
sequencing.

DNA binary strands were assembled by con-
catenation of short double stranded DNA
molecules representing 0 (0-DNA bit), 1 (1-DNA
bit), start or end as described earlier (Rauhe et al.,
1999). The DNA molecules contain overlapping
sequences (‘sticky ends’) and were polymerized to
DNA binary strands by annealing and ligation
(see Fig. 1). In order to isolate single molecules
from the pool of all generated DNA strands, the
molecules were ligated into plasmids (see Fig. 2b)
and cloned in bacteria. Then the informational
content of every cloned strand could be read
individually by PCR and subsequent gel-elec-
trophoresis. For the readout PCR a strand’s start
terminator and its bits were used as priming sites
(see Fig. 2).

2. DNA steganography — method I

As the readout procedure is based on the knowl-
edge of the primer sequences the primers are
essential if there is no other way of reading the
binary strand. Thus mixing a certain binary strand
with other DNA becomes a steganographic ap-
proach to encryption as it prevents reading the
binary strand by sequencing.

For encryption, the message strand that corre-
sponds to the binary encoded plaintext was mixed
with other DNA, so-called dummy strands, in
equimolar amounts (see Fig. 2). To achieve better
security, the dummy strands should have the same
binary format as the message strand. For decryp-
tion, a unique identification sequence (key se-
quence) attached to the message strand is required.
This can be any of the terminator sequences,
normally the start sequence (see Fig. 2). Thus
decryption was done by readout of the message
strand using the appropriate key sequence as one
primer of a PCR reaction (see Fig. 2). The other
primer is either the corresponding 0-DNA bit or the
corresponding 1-DNA bit. Performing both PCR
reactions separately and visualizing the results by
gel-electrophoresis yielded complementary patterns
of bands that were read from the gel (see Fig. 2).

3. Security

For the formal analysis of the security of the
encryption it is assumed that the plaintext, given

Fig. 1. Assembly of DNA binary strands. All binary strands are of the form s{0�1}e (EBNF after ISO14977), yielded by
concatenation of two terminators s (start) and e (end) and an arbitrary number of DNA bits in between. Concatenation was
performed by annealing and ligation. Terminators and DNA bits are made of annealed complementary oligonucleotides having
sticky ends (A, A( , X, Y( ) for concatenation on both sides. The sticky end A (A( ) works as a variable for correct concatenation of bits
and terminators, whereas X and Y( are sticky ends required for subsequent cloning. Bits and terminators were represented by unique
double stranded DNA sequences which overlap in 26 bp and contain sticky ends of 4 nucleotides length. Bit strands containing up
to 32 bits were yielded from the subsequent ligation reaction (Data not shown, see Section 9).
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Fig. 2. Steganography with DNA binary strands, Method I. (a) A message strand (A) consisting of 9 bits and containing a unique
key sequence (start) can be hidden among dummy strands, either using random DNA such as bacteriophage l (l) or herring sperm
DNA (p), or using DNA binary strands with different key sequences (B). (b) Sketch of decryption of A. The message strand can
be decrypted only if the key sequence is known because the PCR readout is based on knowledge of both primers. (c) Decryption
of message strand A. Lanes 2 and 3 show readout of unencrypted A, lanes 4 and 5 show decryption of A encrypted with DNA, lanes
6 and 7 show decryption of A encrypted with herring sperm DNA (p). Lane 1 shows a molecular weight marker (50 bp GIBCO
BRL). All primers used for readout were 30 nts long, the forward primer priming in the secret start-sequence and the reverse primer
priming in the 0-sequence or in the 1-sequence, respectively. The readout results in a complementary ladder pattern showing bands
in discrete steps of 30 bp beginning at 60 bp (see Section 9). The DNA used for encryption is in both cases equimolar to the amount
of message strands of type A.

as the message strand, has the described binary
structure and is being encrypted and decrypted as
described above. The underlying communications
protocol is described as usual by means of the
A(lice)-B(ob)-scenario:
1. A and B exchange the generated key over a

secure communication channel. It is expected
that only A and B have the knowledge about
the key.

2. A generates the message following the binary
pattern (see above) and adds the key in a
ligation step.

3. A generates a certain number of dummies and
puts the message strand among them.

4. A sends the resulting solution to B, using an
open communication channel.

5. B decrypts the message.
The security of this technique is based on the

concept that there are no mark or characteristics
that help a potential interceptor to distinguish
between dummies and the message strand and
thus to restrict the search space (the entire DNA
in the solution). Decryption is allowed to be suc-

cessful only with the knowledge about the key.
Any single attack must not yield more informa-
tion than a random extraction of one strand and
its duplicates. In order to achieve this aim, two
essential aspects have to be considered. First, it is
necessary that each dummy has the same structure
as the message strand. Second, analyzing the
DNA-coded messages, which follow a linguistic
structure, by methods based on linguistic statistics
must be prevented. On the assumptions that the
dummy strands are random base pair-sequences
and that the plaintext comes from a natural
source such as English, the original plaintext part
of the message strand is distinguishable from the
equivalent part of the dummy strands. An inter-
ceptor can take advantage of this by iteratively
reducing the ratio of the number of message
strands to the number of dummies through sepa-
ration by use of the distinguishing mark (Gehani
et al., 1999). So the cryptosystem described here is
only using dummies consisting of a DNA binary
strand concatenated with a sequence of length L
and being equivalent to the key sequence of the
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message strand with the same length. The length
of the DNA binary strand corresponds to the
length of the message strand, too. Further, let
D be the set of different dummies and d= �D �
the number of its elements. To counteract an
analysis based on linguistic statistics it has to be
ensured that the message, normally coded as
a 0–1-sequence, has about the same probability
of occurrence as any other 0–1-sequence of same
length. In practice compressing the message on
a digital computer is used for that purpose. For
the following analysis, it is assumed that
the message can be encoded in a way that
no attack based on linguistic statistics is success-
ful.

For the cryptanalysis the following assump-
tions are made:
1. The interceptor has the same technical abili-

ties and resources as the sender and the re-
ceiver of the message.

2. The interceptor knows that a message is sent
and he has access to the open communication
channel.

3. The interceptor knows the cryptographic sys-
tem (in particular the encryption method).

4. The encrypted solution of molecules can not
be copied. Thus, if the interceptor wants to
hide the attack he or she has to feed the
solution back to the communication channel.

5. The interceptor does not know the key of the
message strand.

6. Each possible key has the same probability of
occurrence, which does not mean that each
sequence inevitably occurs.

7. All DNA strands are randomly and evenly
distributed in the solution.

8. The individual frequency (number of dupli-
cates) of each strand admits no conclusions
about it being the message strand or not.
Either all occurring strands have the same
frequency or they are completely random.

9. The interceptor is able to filter out all dupli-
cates of a strand if its sequence is known.
Therefore, for the cryptanalysis, it is no
longer necessary to take the individual fre-
quencies into consideration.

From these assumptions it follows that the
interceptor has to separate the message strand

from the intercepted solution to be successful.
After separation he or she can read out the mes-
sage as described above.

For the interceptor there is a rare chance to
distinguish between the dummies and the mes-
sage strand. The only way to get the message
strand is to take it by chance or to guess the key
sequence. The method has the security s (05
s51) if the probability for randomly selecting
the message strand is 1−s. Due to the upper
conditions the probability is smaller the more
possibilities exist to select a strand. A systematic
procedure, that is separating every strand equally
depends on the number of strands. The defini-
tion corresponds with the intuitive understanding
of security: the more effort is needed to crack
the system, the more secure it is.

The security of the cryptosystem described
here is equal to the probability of grabbing the
message strand out of the dummy set. In gen-
eral, there are two different approaches: In case
A the interceptor’s only chance to take a strand
out of the solution is to generate a potential key
sequence. In case B the interceptor is able to
specifically take any strand out of the solution.
These two different approaches lead to different
values of security (s1 for case A and s2 for case
B).

4. System specific security, case A

Let SE be the special key sequence and ST an
arbitrary (test-)sequence. Let P(STjSE) be the
probability that ST and SE bind together. With
the normalized length L of a sequence and B=
{A, T, G, C}(�B �=4) the probability is

P(STjSE)=
1

�B �L (1)

This is valid only if ST has to be complemen-
tary with SE in every single base, i.e. their Ham-
ming distance equals 0 (h(ST, SE)=0). However
it has to be considered that annealings occur
even between not absolutely complementary se-
quences. The number of sequences ST with Ham-
ming distance i is
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�L
i
�

(�B �−1)i (2)

Taken a dummy set with size d let ÆH(d, L)Ç
be the maximum number of misprimings such
that an unambiguous binding is still possible.
Hence, the probability is rising to

P(ST×SE)=
1

�B �L %
ÆH(d, L)Ç

i=0

�L
i
�

(�B �−1)i (3)

The sum yields the number of sequences ST

with h(ST, SE)5ÆH(d, L)Ç. Usually H(d, L) is
not integer and so ÆH(d, L)Ç is used to consider
the worst case. It does not matter that SE is not
known, as this value is the same for all sequences
SE. Altogether, the security s1 becomes

s1(d,L)=1−
1

�B �L %
ÆH(d, L)Ç

i=0

�L
i
�

(�B �−1)i (4)

In order to get a specific value at this point it is
necessary to determine the values of L and
H(d, L).

Corresponding to the PCR conditions the key
sequence SE should be of sufficient size. Consider-
ing typical conditions a size of 16 bases is realistic
(Sambrook et al., 1989). To receive a higher secu-
rity it is not only sufficient to increase the length
of the key sequence L. Moreover it is necessary to
take care for a small value of H(d, L). To achieve
this the dummy set D has to be enlarged in an
appropriate way. Thus the security is limited, with
its limit depending on the maximum length of the
synthetically producible molecules only. The secu-
rity is not affected by the message length but by
L.
ÆH(d, L)Ç is intended to specify the maxi-

mum number of misprimings allowing an unam-
biguous annealing of an arbitrary sequence ST to
the key sequence SE. This means that the Ham-
ming distance to the key sequence SE may not be
smaller than this maximum number for any of the
d dummy sequences.

For an analysis the intuitive idea is used that ST

is binding to SE whenever the Hamming distance

between ST and SE is smaller than the Hamming
distances between ST and all dummy sequences Si

(i=1, . . . , d). This idea is expanded to the case of
the existence of dummy sequences whose Ham-
ming distance to ST equals that of ST to SE. This
leads to a worst-case security, because ST will
also anneal to SE if there are dummy sequences
that can not be distinguished with respect to their
Hamming distance to the key sequence SE. The
specific Hamming distances are not calculable,
because the sequences in the dummy set and
the key sequence can be chosen arbitrarily. There-
fore, it is necessary to consider H(d, L) to be
the average minimal Hamming distance between
all Si and SE of all possible dummy sets, i.e.
subsets of all �B �L possible sequences of size d. The
average minimal Hamming distance minS�D

{h(SE, S)} is independent from the reference se-
quence SE. Hence it is h(S):=h(SE, S). With the

number
��B �L−1

d
�

of d-sized subsets of a set with

the size �B �L−1—the reference sequence must not
be in any set D—it is

H(d,L)=
1��B �L−1
d

� %
D,�D�=d

min
S�D

{h(S)} (5)

In particular the minima determination of all
subsets can be put in specific terms. The following
combinatorial statements will be needed:

The number of d-sized subsets of a set with size
�B �L equals

��B �L
d

�
(6)

The number of d-sized subsets, which contain a
certain sequence equals

��B �L−1
d−1

�
(7)

The number of d-sized subsets which contain at
least one certain sequence from a n-sized set
equals
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%
n

i=1

��B �L− i
d−1

�
(8)

The number of d-sized subsets which contain at
least one of n given sequences but none of m given
sequences, since both sets are disjunctive, equals

%
n

i=1

��B �L− i−m
d−1

�
(9)

Using this in Eq. (5) leads to

H(d,L)=

1
(�B �dL−1)

%
L

i=1

i %
�

L
i

�
(�B�−1)i

j=1

��B �L−a(i,L)− j
d−1

�
(10)

with a(i,L)=�j=0
i−1�L

j
�

(�B �−1) j, i.e. a(i, L) is the

number of sequences with Hamming distance less
than i. The first sum considers all subsets with a
minimal Hamming distance i, i.e. the subsets con-
taining at least one sequence with Hamming dis-
tance i. The single addends are weighted with the
distance i to allow averaging. Every addend itself
is a sum equal to the number of d-sized subsets,

which contain at least one of
�L

i
�

(�B �−1)i given

sequences (see Eq. (2)), but none of a(i,L) given
sequences (see Eq. (9)).

For simplification (for mathematical back-
ground see Graham et al., 1990), Eq. (10) can be
transformed to

H(d,L)=
1��B �L−1
d

� %
L

i=1

��B �L−a(i,L)
d

�

= %
L

i=1

5
a(i,L)−2

j=0

�B �L−d− j−1
�B �L− j−1

(11)

Table 1 shows some values of s1(d, L) with the
corresponding ÆH(d, L)Ç (in brackets) for dif-
ferent keylengths L and sizes d of D.

5. System specific security, case B

If the interceptor is able to isolate a certain
strand out of the solution he or she is not forced
to synthesize an arbitrary (test-)sequence. Rather
the interceptor can sequence the isolated strand
and read the strand directly. Thus the systems
security now becomes directly dependent on the
number of different strands in the solution. The
total number of different strands in the solution is
d+1 (dummies plus message strand). The proba-
bility isolating the message strand by chance is
calculated as follows:

P(isolation of message strand by chance)

=
1

d+1
(12)

Hence the security s2 becomes

s2(d)=1−
1

d+1
(13)

Table 1
Security s1

a

�B �L/2210−1 �B �L−11001L/d

0.89648 (2)5 0.98438 (1)0.89648 (2)0.23730 (4) 0.98438 (2)
0.99958 (2)0.99649 (3)0.98027 (4)0.24403 (8)10 0.99997 (1)

0.98614 (10)20 0.99999 (1)0.99999 (2)0.99606 (9)0.22515 (16)

a s1 is the result of a step function. An increase of d always means an increase of the practical security also. The same is happening
if the dummy set D is cleverly chosen without changing the set size d. An altered dummy can reduce the Hamming distance to the
key sequence. At any rate a newly added dummy will be an ‘interfering element’ for unauthorized decryption.
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Fig. 3. Second approach to DNA steganography. The message
strand is encrypted by mixing it with dummy strands that
contain the same key sequence. In contradiction to the first
approach (see Fig. 2a) not the key sequence but the dummy
pool was used as decryption key.

6. DNA steganography — method II

An alternative steganographic approach was
used for a cryptographic technique allowing a
graphical message decryption: The message strand
was encrypted by mixing it with a multitude of
dummy strands containing an identical key se-
quence. As a result the key sequence could not be
used as a distinctive feature for the readout pro-
cess anymore (see Fig. 3).

Instead the pool of dummy strands used for
encryption was used as decryption key: Readout
of both the dummy pool and the encrypted pool,
dummy pool plus message strand, resulted in two
different gel-images. Using techniques of digital
image processing (see Section 9) these gel-images
were then subtracted graphically and yielded the
original message strand’s binary sequence (see
Fig. 4). In general three variations of the method
shown here seem possible:
1. The dummy pool is the key. The sender uses a

certain amount of the dummy pool to hide the

Corresponding to the two different attempts
to break the encryption there are two security
values s1 and s2. Considering the particular case
that the dummy set D is of the maximal size
�B �L−1, cases A and B are identical. Then both
securities become the same s for any L and
d= �B �L−1:

s=s1(d,L)=s2(d)=1−
1

d+1
(14)

Fig. 4. Graphical Decryption. (agesGel-electrophoresis of three 9-bit numbers (A, B and C). Read bottom up, A (lanes 1 and 2gesequals
100 000 1102=26210, B (lanes 3 and 4) equals 001 100 0012=9710, C (lanes 6 and 7) equals 101 001 0012=32910. M (lane 5) is a 50
bp molecular weight marker. (b) Gel-image of readout of encrypted message X (lanes 2 and 4) and dummy pool Y (lanes 3 and 5).
X contains A that was mixed with B and C for encryption. Y contains only B and C as dummy pool. Both X and Y were read by
PCR, 0-bits and 1-bits separately. Lane 1 is the marker lane. (c) Result of graphical decryption. The gel-image (b) was processed
such that the 0-bit-lanes and the 1-bit-lanes were subtracted (X−Y). As the result the binary pattern of A becomes visible: Lane
2 (0-bit lanegesis the result of graphical subtraction of lane 3 from lane 2 in (b), lane 3 (1-bit lanegesis the result of graphical subtraction
of lane 5 from lane 4 in (b). M (lane 1) is the same as lane 1 in (b). For confirmation of the result of decryption refer to A’s binary
pattern as shown in (a).
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message. The receiver gets another amount of
the dummy pool as secret key. Decryption is
done by the receiver by performing a PCR on
the encrypted solution and the key solution
independently and decrypting the message
strand by graphical subtraction as shown in
Fig. 4.

2. A gel-image of the dummy pool is the key.
The procedure is similar to variation 1 except
that the gel-image is used directly.

3. The sequence information of the dummy pool
is the key. The procedure is similar to varia-
tion 1 except that sender and receiver are not
sharing the dummy pool but all information
that is relevant to create it: the dummy se-
quences, their frequencies and the physical
parameters.

7. Graphical decryption-usage

Graphical decryption can be considered as an
independent cryptographic system. Using a
dummy pool as key only once, the system is as
secure as the DNA steganography system de-
scribed above assuming no bit position on the 0-
and 1-lane of the gel-image is unmarked. On the
other hand, with multiple use of the same dummy
pool, the interceptor gets more and more informa-
tion about the key. This can be done by perform-
ing digital image processing on all available
gel-images.

Mixing graphical decryption with other meth-
ods, e.g. DNA steganography as described above,
is possible and can be regarded as a simple molec-
ular checksum. A message interception always
means a physical interception of the solution con-
taining the message. After the interception the
interceptor is forced to forward the solution to
avoid the attack being noticed. If the dummies are
not used during the decryption process of a mes-
sage, like in the DNA steganographic system
above, an attack manipulating the solution will
not be noticed as long as the message is still in the
solution. But if the dummies are used during
decryption it should be possible to detect manipu-
lations of the solution as a modified solution is

leading to an altered gel-image. If the receiver of
the message detects irregularities in the difference
picture he or she has to assume that an attack has
been tried.

With DNA bits in a fixed length it is to expect
that a higher resolution achieved on the gel will
enable encoding of a higher number of bits.

8. Conclusions and outlook

It has been shown how molecular encryption
can be performed on the basis of DNA binary
strands using two independent approaches to
steganography. It has been shown that the first
method is secure under certain assumptions about
the parameters, in particular equal technical capa-
bilities of sender, receiver and interceptor. The
second method can be used as a kind of molecular
checksum and help to strengthen security.

In comparison to the approach of Clelland et
al. (1999) the use of DNA binary strands has
some advantages. Decryption can be done easier
and more rapidly requiring only PCR and subse-
quent gel-electrophoresis, while subcloning and
sequencing is not necessary. Compared to triplet
coding (Clelland et al., 1999) there is no need for
an additional coding table.

Although the approach of generating bitstrands
shown here has advantages such as rapid readout,
it has also practical limitations. One of the limita-
tions is the resolution of the used agarose-gels.
The used gels could detect bitchains of at least up
to 32 bits. Longer bitchains require gels with
higher resolution such as PAGE and more sensi-
tive detection methods of the DNA bands. For
that purpose the bits can be read like nucleotides
with an automatic sequenzer. However, in order
to increase the amount of information substan-
tially, a more sophisticated encoding of informa-
tion is required. This can be addressed utilizing
the programmability of this self-assembly ap-
proach to implement larger and more complex
data structures. Further research is currently done
in that direction.

Using DNA binary strands supports feasibility
and applicability of DNA-based cryptography.
Although molecular encryption systems may not
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yet be of direct interest to computer technology
they may become highly significant in another
context: it was shown that DNA strands can be
used for labelling of various substances and mate-
rials (Rauhe et al., 1999). As a kind of artificial
‘genetic’ fingerprints those DNA ‘barcodes’ have
a broad range of potential applications in authen-
tication, quality checking and contamination de-
tection, for instance labelling of paint, oil and
paper-based materials. Even labelling of geneti-
cally engineered products such as food seems pos-
sible. In this context molecular cryptography has
a lot of aspects ranging from identification and
authentication to the protection of molecular
data.

9. Materials and methods

9.1. Preparation of DNA binary strands

DNA binary strands were assembled as follows
(described in more detail previously in Rauhe et
al., 1999):
1. Construction and synthesizing of DNA oligos:

For representation of the bits and terminators
unique double stranded DNA sequences with
sticky ends were used. Every DNA molecule
consisted of a 26 bp long double stranded core
sequence and two sticky ends of 4 nucleotides
length. All oligos were ordered PAGE-purified
from a commercial supplier (ARK Scientific,
Darmstadt, Germany).

2. Assembly of DNA bits and terminators: For
assembly of the bits and terminators, corre-
sponding oligos (upper and lower strand) were
mixed and annealed in a thermocycler (PTC-
100 MJ Research). Annealing was done for at
least 45 min starting at 95°C and decreasing to
50°C in steps of 1°C/min.

3. Polymerization of DNA bits and terminators
to DNA binary strands: Bits were phosphory-
lated with Polynucleotide Kinase (PNK, NEB)
to be ligatable. After deactivation of PNK,
bits and terminators were mixed and incubated
with T4 DNA Ligase (NEB) at 16°C for 12 h.
Bit strands containing up to 32 bits were
yielded from polymerization.

4. Isolation by cloning: Single molecules out
of the pool of binary strands were isolated
by cloning in pBluescriptIIKS+ plasmid
(Stratagene).

9.2. Readout

DNA binary strands were read out by PCR:
two PCR reactions were set up each containing
the 5% start-primer and either the 3%-0-5% primer or
the 3%-1-5% primer. The PCRs resulted in comple-
mentary ladder patterns of DNA fragments when
visualized by gel-electrophoresis. Each PCR was
prepared in 200 reaction volume by mixing 144 ml
H2O, 20 ml PCR buffer 10× (100 mM Tris–HCl,
500 mM KCl, pH 8.3 at 20°C), 20 ml MgCl2 (25
mM), 4 ml dNTPs (10 mM, Pharmacia Biotech), 2
ml Taq-Polymerase (5 u/ml, Gibco-BRL), 4 ml 5%
primer (10 mM), 4 ml 3% primer (10 mM), 2 ml
template (message strand or message strand with
dummies, 106 molecules/ml). PCR was performed
in a thermocycler (PTC-100, MJ Research) using
the following protocol: 5% 95°C, 30 cycles of 30¦
95°C, 30¦ 69.5°C, 30¦ 72°C; stop at 4°C.

9.3. Gel-electrophoresis

Gel-electrophoresis was done in 4% agarose.
The gels were stained in 0.0005% ethidium
bromide.

9.4. Steganography — method I

DNA binary strands were encrypted by mixing
a certain cloned strand (the message strand) with
DNA dummy strands in equimolar amounts. As
dummy strands either Bacteriophage l DNA
(GIBCO BRL, Cat. no. 25250) or herring sperm
DNA (Sigma D6898, Deoxyribonucleic Acid
Type XIV) was used. Decryption was done by
adaptation of a method of digital DNA typing
originally developed for DNA minisatellite analy-
sis (Jeffreys et al., 1991). For that purpose two
independent PCR reactions were performed. Both
reactions contained the single stranded 5% secret
key sequence as first and either the 3% 0-bit se-
quence or the 3% 1-bit sequence as second primer.
The PCRs resulted in a binary complementary
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ladder of bands in steps of 30 bp starting at 60 bp
that was visualized by gel-electrophoresis as de-
scribed above (see Fig. 2, Fig. 4).

9.5. Steganography — method II

Digital messages were encrypted by mixing the
message strand with other binary strands in equi-
molar amounts. As a first step of decryption, the
0-bits and 1-bits were read out as described above.
This was done for the solution containing the
encrypted message and for the dummy pool that
was used as decryption key. Graphical subtraction
(see Fig. 4) then was done using Photoshop (Ver-
sion 5.0 for Apple Macintosh, Adobe Systems
Inc.; other image processing programs, e.g. Gimp
can be used as well). In particular the decrypted
gel-image (Fig. 4c) was created as follows:
1. The corresponding lanes 2 and 3 (0-bits) and

the corresponding lanes 4 and 5 (1-bits) of the
original gel image (Fig. 4b) were copied in
separate layers by the ‘Rectangular Marquee-
Tool’ and the ‘Layer via Copy’ command.

2. In case of the 0-bits as well as in case of the
1-bits the unencrpyted lane was put congru-
ently on top of the corresponding encrypted
lane such that bands, visible in both lanes,
covered each other.

3. The corresponding encrypted and unencrypted
lanes were subtracted graphically by applying
the ‘calculation’ command to the two layers
using the following settings: blending=sub-
traction, invert sources=true. Changing the
offset leaded to a better resulting image.

4. Contrast and brightness of this image were
modified such that the single bands became
clearly visible (Adjust-Brightness/Contrast).

5. Using the ‘variations’ command shadows,
midtones and highlights were modified and
applied to the image as a whole to enhance
perceptibility.
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